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ABSTRACT 

Nitschke, Matthew Cody, M.S., Department of Mathematics, College of Science 
and Mathematics, North Dakota State University, May 2010. Local Risk 
Minimization Under Time-Varying Transaction Costs. Major Professor: Dr. ~ikita 
Barabanov. 

Closely following the results of Lamberton, Pham, and Schweizer [5] we construct 

a locally risk-minimizing strategy in a general incomplete market including transactiou 

costs. This is done in dbcrete time under the assurnptious of a bounded mean-

variance tracleoff and substantial risk. Once we establbh all the required integrability 

conditions, a backward induction argument is implemented to obtain the desired 

strategy for every square-integrable contingent claim. \Ve model the trnusactiou costs 

as an adapted stochastic process aud provide all necessary proofs in detail. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we review some of the main historical contributions to Mathe

matical Finance. This is intended to give this work some context in the larger arena 

of financial mathematics. \Ve also cover some basic definitions and facts used in this 

work. In the interest of brevity, proofs are omitted, but references are given. 

1.1. Historical Background 

The first attempt toward a mathematical description of the evolution of stock prices 

on the basis of probabilistic concepts was Louis Bachelier in 1900 [ 1]. He regarded 

stock prices on the Paris stock exchange S = (St)t2:o as random stochastic processes. 

Each process was modeled as a random walk s?~) (.6. is a given increment of time) 

for t 0, .6., 2.6., ... , with 

where the {(6.) are identically distributed random variables taking two possible values 

±er~ each with probability ½, Hence, under this formulation 

E.5(6.) S 
kl:, 0 · 

The major drawback of this model is that it allows negative prices. 

Cnder the assumption of uncertainty in financial markets, the next notable 

development was made in 1952 by H. l\farkowitz [ 6]. This paper established the 

basis of investment portfolio theory, concentrating on the optimization of investment 

decisions under uncertainty. This is the origin of mean-variance analysis, which 

revealed that a key ingredient determining unsystematic risks of a given portfolio 

is the covariance of prices. This was the first time that diversification was shown to 

be important in a mathematical context. 

The very next year, M. Kendall discovered that it was logarithms of prices 

ln 5~~
1 

and not the prices themselves that behave as a random walk [4]. Thus, setting 
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hk ln s:~
1

, one obtains 

S S C
lh 

k O , n ~ l, 

where Hk = h1 + • • · + hk and each hk is an independent random variable. This later 

lead to P. Samuelson [9] developing the so-called geometric Brownian motion 

St S (,\Vt 
0 .• ' 

where i,v = (vVi)t>o is standard Brownian motion, the continuous-time gcmerali,mtion 

of the random walk lh. 

The lack of interest m financial mat hematic:s and the subsequent slow devel

opment of tlw finkl was clue in larg(' part to low market volatility, stablr1 interest 

rates, and fixed foreign exchange rates. Thus, there was not a conse11s11s among 

economists that the market could be understood as randomly generated. Simple 

regre8sion model8 were sufficient to describe market trend8. However, a number of 

developments in the early 1970's, most notably the Nixon administration's decision 

to eliminate the gold standard, changed everything. Since the market became much 

more volatile, investors were more pager to determine ways to hedge against possible 

loss. This set tlie for tlw most mornmwntnl result in firnmcif·il mathc,matics, tlw 

Black-Scholes fornmla for the rational price of a Enropem1 rnll optiou, app(:ari11g in 

1973. 

In that year, two seminal papers ,vere published "The Pricing of Options and 

Corporate Liabilities" by F. Black and .l\L Scholes [2] and "The Theory of Rational 

Option Pricing" by R. ,Merton [8] that revolutionized option pricing and consequently 

caused a sharp rise in interest in the theory. An immense number of applications were 

developed almost overnight. l\Ianv consider these results to be the birth of modern 

mathematical finance. 

These results along ,vith other results establishing the t hcory lead to complc,te 

characterization of the fair price of an option in a complete market. That is, pricing 

theory is well established for a simplified nwrket in which every possible final portfolio 
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value can be exactly attained. However, it can be shown that completeness is 

readily destroyed by even weak assumptions on the model [11]. Thus, a complete 

market is not a realistic representation of financial markets. If a market without 

arbitrage is incomplete, then the situation becomes considerably more complex. In 

an incomplete market an investor cannot hope to replicate a given claim faithfully. 

That is, an investor cannot faithfully reach a final portfolio value claimed at the 

time of initial investment. There is intrinsic error due to the market in any strategy 

when completeness is destroyed. Hence, we can only hope to choose a strategy that 

minimizes this error in some suitable sense. Measuring the riskiness of a strategy by 

a quadratic criterion was first proposed by H. Follmer and Sondermann in 1986 

for the case when the price process is a martingale. This result was extended to the 

general semimartingale case by Follmer's student, Martin Schweizer in 1991 [10]. 

It was Schweizer who first introduced the local quadratic optimality criterion 

local risk-minimization. This approach to risk-minimization has been studied by 

several authors for frictionless models without transaction costs. In the case of 

transaction cost models, it has been studied by Mercurio and Vorst in 1997 [7] and, 

most notably, Lamberton, Pham, and Scbveizer in 1998 [5]. 

However, both of these results assume that transaction costs are fixed over the 

entire time horizon [O, N]. In this thesis, we slightly generalize the 1998 result to 

consider transaction costs modeled as a random variable. The whole framework of 

this paper and results essentially follow [5]. 

1.2. Some Basic Definitions and Facts on Stochastic Processes 

In order to describe a financial market consisting of stocks and bonds in discrete time, 

a (B,S)-market, we introduce a probability 8pace (n, J, P) consisting of the sample 

space n, o--algebra Jon n and a probability measure P on J. The sample space n 
consists of all elementary events w, which represent possible market situations. 

At the core of any market model are random variables X : w -+ JR, functions of 

elementary events w E S1 which are measurable with respect to J. 
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Any successful market model should take into account the dynamic nature of 

random assets, usually modeled as stochastic processes. That is, we 11eed a way 

to adjust the expected value of assets or other values as new information becomes 

available to market participants. To model this phenomenon, consider the following 

construction. 

For all Lebesgue sets A E lRk, define Bk(A) Ax ]RN-k_ Let 'Jk a(Bk(A) : 

A E ,C(JRk)), the er-algebra generated by such sets and let P be a probability measure 

on J. Then, for all sets CE 'Jk we have that C is of the form Ax 

clearly P(C:) P(A x JRN-k). Next, consider function f: ]RN -t JR, f E L 1(P), and 

define an 'Jk-measnrable function g snch that for all CE 'Jk, we have that 

f' fdP = f' gdP . 
.fc .fc 

This function g is called a conditional expectation off with respect to a-algebra 'Jk

In order to explicitly write g(x), consider the probability density function of future 

values Xk+I, ... , 1;N given past values x 1 , ••• , xk 

Thus, we define g as: 

Note that if we consider two vectors whose values are known to be equal for the first 

k components (up to time k), :r1 = Y1, ... ,:rk Yk• then g(.1:) = g(y) P-a.s. since y 

is Jk-measurable. 

To adjust the expected value to changing information. we repeat this process as 

new information becomes available. So, we consider a sequence of such sub er-algebras, 
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F = (Jk)k>O, each more refined than the previous: 

Such a sequence is called a filtration. In particular. Jo may be equal to the trivial 

a-algebra {0, O} and JN may be equal to J. This sets the stage for the definition of 

conditional expectation. 

Definition 1.2.1. Let (0, J, P) be a probab'ility space, X : 0 --, JR J-mcas·urable, 

EIXI < x, and <5 a a-algebra on n with <5 J. Then, the conditional ex-pectation 

E[Xl<5] is the ®-measurable random. variable such that 

l E[X!®](w)P(dw) }~ X(w)P(dw) for all BE (5. 

The existence of such a variable is a consequence of the Haclon-Nikodyrn theorem. 

In order to incorporate time into a model of changing asset prices, we define a 

stochm;tic process over a finite time horizon [O, 

Definition 1.2.2. A stochastic process on a sample space O is a sequence of 

mndom variables X1 , X2 , ... , Xx defined on 11. This sequence is 11.snally denoted 

X (Xie) 

A stochastic process X can have some important properties which we 110w 

introduce. 

Definition 1.2.3. A predictable process X = (Xk) in discrete time 1s a process such 

that each Xk is Jk 1-m.msnrnbfo. 

Definition 1.2.4. An adapted JJT'ocr:ss X ( X1,.) is adapted to the filtration ]F if X 

is J k-meo.s11.rable for all k. vV e do rwt mention J if it is cl1;rff with respect to which 

filtration the process X is adapted. 

Definition 1.2.5. A stochastic process is a martingale with respect to the filtration 



J = (Jk)kE[O,N] if Xis adapted to J, XI < oo and 

P-a.s. for all k = 0, 1, ... , N - l. 

In order to understand how properties of a stochastic sequence depend on the 

properties of the filtration, it seems natural to decompose the sequence into two 

subsequences. Assume (Jk)kE[O,N] is a filtration, Pis a measure on JN, and (HkhE[O,NJ 

is an adapted stochastic sequence Hk = h1 + · · · + hk, where H0 0 and Jo= {0, n }. 
Assume Ejhkl < oo for each k 2:'. 1. Then conditional expectations E[hklJk--il are 

well-defined and we can write 

Define 

An = L E[hklJk-iJ, 
k-5cn 

and 

iv/11 = L (hk E[hkiJk-iJ) • 
k'5cn 

The representation 

n2:'. l, 

is called the Doob decomposition for stochastic process H = ( H k) kEro,NJ. 

The sequence A (Ak)kE[o.N; is predictable and the sequence Af = (Ah)kE[O,NJ 

is a martingale. 

1.3. Self-Financing Portfolios in a (B,S)-l'vlarket 

In the framework of the model described in section 1.2, we consider two cate

gories of primary assets: risky assets representing stocks and less-risky assets which 

represent bonds. \Ve assume an investor ha.s rn + l stocks and a bond available 
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for trade whose value can be described by stochastic processes Si = (Sk)kE[O,N], for 

i = 0, ... , m and B ( BkhE[O.N] · We adopt the random walk conjecture of Kendall 

that the logarithms of the prices S = (SkhE[O,N] behave as a random walk. Thus, 

setting hk = ln ,ve obtain a formula for stock prices 

S S Ih 
k = oe 

where Hk = h1 + · · · + h1.: is the sum of independent random variables h1, ... , hk and 

E[hk/ < oo for each k 2". 1. Similarly, 

where Rk = r1 + · · · + 'k and 'J is the interest rate of the bank account at time .i. 
There is a distinct difference between these two types of financial assets. Bk is 

Jk-- 1-measurable which means that the state of the bank account at time k is already 

clear at time k - l, hence (BkhE[O,NJ is predictable. Alternatively, the stocks Sf 

are .J'k-measurn.ble, meaning their actual values are known only after one obtains all 

information Jk arriving at time k. This is why bank accounts (bonds) are considered 

less risky assets and stocks are considered risky assets. 

\Ve normalize the units based 011 the positive asset BJ, which not only simplifies 

the model, but also provides a more transparent measure of gains and losses. Tims, 
S' 

in the sequel we work \Vith discounted units XJ 8~ for i 1, ... , m. 

A central concept in financial mathematics is the value of an investment port

folio. \Ve define a portfolio cb as a stochastic sequence that represents the quantity of 

stocks and bonds an inv('stor has at discrete time intervals 

for k = 0, 1, ... , N, 

where 0k are predictable and T/k are adapted random variables. The values 0k(w) and 

17k(w) can be positive. zero. or negative, ,vhich means the investor can borrO\v from 
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the bank account or sell stock short. Predictability of the process O is a mathematical 

formulation of the informational constraint that 0 is not allowed to anticipate the 

movement of risky asset prices. This fact is realized i11 the notation since at time k, 

the investor determines Ok-1-i, the amount of risky asset to he held over the interval 

[k, k + 1). 

\Ve make the follmving canonical assumptions regarding an investor on the (B,S)

market [12]: 

1. The investor can: 

(a) deposit money iuto the bank account all(! borrow from it. 

(b) buy and sell stock. 

2. A transfer of money from one asset into another can be done with no transaction 

costs (we'll relax this condition later). 

3. The assets arc iufinitdy divisible, meaning the investor can buy or sell any 

portion of stock and withdrnw any amount frorn the bank. 

The value of a portfolio is considered a function of the strategy 6. It is defined 

as the sum of assets in the portfolio at time k 

Thus. the total valne portfolio <i> 11p to tilne k is 

k k 

Vi((b) Vo(d>)+ L(L~l/j+f:lf}J+lXj)+ I:ojf:lXj. 
J=l 

The value 6i.C1 !:lr11 + f:l01+1X 1 represents funds which are invested (if 6i.C1 > 0) or 

withdrm.vn (if 6i.C1 < 0) from an investor's capital at timej. If f:lCJ 0 for all j, then 

the portfolio is called self-financing. Therefore, the cumulative value of self-financing 
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portfolios can be written as 

where the cumulative capital gains due to the market (and not investment) up to 

time k can be defined as 
k 

Gk(0): LOi6X.i. 
j=O 

The sequence ck 0 is called the cumulative cost process. 

This motivates a formal definition of this constraint. 

Definition 1.3.1. A strategy is called self-financing if its cumulative cost process 

C = (Ck)kE[O,NJ is constant or equivalently if its value process V = (VJ,;)kE[O,NJ is 

for k E [O, N] , 

where Vo = C0 is the initial -investment. 

Thus, after time zero such a strategy is self-supporting, which means no addi

tional i11vcstmcnts arc made. In fact, any fluctuations in X can be neutralized by 

rebalancing O and r; in such a way that no further gains or losses result. 

Therefore, we can determine the best strategy by systematically adjusting the 

quantities of assets at each discrete time step. (At each step, the quantity of as:Scts 

is adjusted to maximize val uc.) 

Along with the martingale property of risky assets, one of the essential properties 

of a fair fiiiancial market is the absence of arbitrage. That is, the opportunity of a11 

investor to make a profit out of ;;,cro investment. If an arbitrage situation arises, the 

market forces of supply and demand would quickly eliminate such opportunities. As 

an example, suppose gold in l\foscow sells for $2 per ounce and in :\'e\v York for $2.10 

per ounce. A flood of i11vestors would buy gold in l\Ioscow and sell it in .\"ew York, 

which would raise demand in l\loscow and lower it in New York. Thus the price 
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quickly would balance at an equilibrium point. Therefore, a market is "rationally 

organized" if the investors get no opportunities for riskless profit. This concept 1s 

placed into a mathematically rigorous context in the next theorems. 

Definition 1.3.2. A self-financing strategy 1> brings an opportunity for arbitrage 

at time N if, for starting capital Vo(<p) = 0, we have that VN(1>) 2". 0 P-a.s. and 

Theorem 1.3.1 (First Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing). Assume a (B, S)

market on a filtered probability space is formed by a bank account B = (B1.c)k:E[O,N], 

B1.c > 0 and fin'itely many assets S = (S1
, ... , Sm), Si = (SkhE[O,N]· Assume also 

that this market operates at instants k = 0, 1, ... , N, where Jo= {0, D} and JN = J. 

Then, this (E,S)-market is arbitrage-free if and only if there e.Tists at least one measure 

P equivalent to P such that the discounted price process X = (XI,)A:E[O,N] = ( !~ )i..E[O.N], 

is aP-martingale. That is, Eµ IXkl < CXJ for all i = 1, ... , m and k = 0, ... , N and 

This theorem asserts that in order to guarantee an arbitrage-free market, a 

measure P must exist that forces the discounted price process X = ( ~: )1.cE[O,N] to be 

a martingale. Thus, as one might suspect, the marti11gale property is important to 

model a fair and rational market. These measures P, called martingale measures, arc 

an essential ingredient in a fair and efficient market. 

1.4. Upper and Lower Hedges, Put and Call Options 

The concept of a hedge plays an important role ill financial mathematics. It is an 

instrument of protection enabling an investor to have guaranteed levels of capital, and 

to insure transactions on securities markets. This is a key component of the present 

work. 

\i\!e will assume that transactions in our (B, S)-market are made only at instants 

k = 0, ... , N. Let hv = Iv(w) be a 11011-negative J,v-mcasurnble function treated as 
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an "obligation" or terminal payoff. This function is also sometimes called a contingent 

claim. 

Definition 1.4.1. An investment portfolio ¢ is called an upper (lowe'f) hedge if 

VN(<P) 2: .fN P-a.s. (respectively VN(<P):::; fN P-a.s.). 

Definition 1.4.2. H* = {¢: VN(¢) 2: hv P-a.s.} is the class of upper fwhedges and 

H* = {¢: VN(¢):::; .fN P-a.s.} the class of lower .!Iv-hedges. 

A perfect hedge¢ is a strategy such that VN(<p) = .fN P-a.s. In fact, the eq11ality 

VN ( ¢) = .f N means that the hedge ¢ replicates the contingent claim f N · When 

H* n H* =/= 0, every contingent claim f N is exactly replicated, which is essential to a 

complete market. 

Definition 1.4.3. A ( B, S)-market is complete with respect to time N if each bounded 

'JN-measurable payoff is replicablr. That is, there exists a perfect hedge¢, a por~folio 

wch that 

Vv(<p) = fN P-a.s. 

The property of completeness can be formulated in terms of martingale measures 

P. The next theorem concerns the relationship between completeness and the set 

P(P) of eq11ivalent martingale measures P. 

Theorem 1.4.1 (Second Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing). An arbitrage-free 

.financial ( B, S)-market is complete if and only if the set P( P) contains a single unique 

element. 

Therefore, we can understand the completeness criterion in terms of the set of 

martingale measures equivalent to P. 

Corollary 1.4.1. A (B, S)-markct is incomplete if /Pl > 1. That is, there is more 

than one unique P equivalent to P. 

In general, completeness of a (B. S)-market is a fairly strong condition, which 

imposes serious constraints on the structure of the market. 
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This fact invokes natural questions about constraints imposed on the model. 

That is, one usually considers only self-financing strategics in a complete market, 

,:vhich is a way to rnemmre the trne value of a strategy based solely on the initial 

investment. In this case, we are interested in determining the optimal "rearrange

ment" of asset quantities, without additional investment. However, if the market is 

incomplete, we cannot hope to exactly replicate a contingent claim. 

In a general incomplete market, it is impossible to impose tlw self-financing 

constraint and simultaneously insist on exact replication. Tims, if we force the 

strategies to be self-financiug, we must relax the constraint on exact replication. 

Alternatively we could fix the value of the contingent claim at time N, and allmv 

continued investment by relaxing the self-financing constraint. In both situations, we 

need a way to measure the "success" of a given strategy. 

One of the most common ways to hedge in a financial market is through option1::1. 

An option is a contract issued by a financial institution which gives its purchaser 

the option to buy or sell an underlying asset. Options are used to both hedge 

against possible loss and speculate on future market trends. The two mo1-,t common 

forms of which are American and European options. The difference concerns the 

investor's flexibility to exercise the contract on or before an agreed upon maturity 

elate. American options allow the investor to exercise the contract at any time on or 

before the maturity date. On the other hand, European options only allow action 

at the time when tlw contract expires. Also, there arc t\vo flavors of any optiou. 

depending on \Vhether one is buying or selling the contra.ct. A call option is the 

buyer's option aucl a put option is the seller's option. For simplicity, we focus only 

on call options, since the analysis is essentially the same. Thus, the payoff functions 

for call options are defined as: 

American Option f, ( ST - K) + 

European Option !N = (SN - J()+ 

where T is a stopping time on [O. N] and a+ max( a, 0). SN is the price at time N 
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and K is the strike price. 

Definition 1.4.4. A stopping time T 

independent of the future such that 

for each t 2: 0. 

T ( w) is a nonnegative random variable 

By terms of the contract, the buyer has the right to buy shares of stock S at 

strike price K. Thus, in the case of a European call option if 

SN > K The investor gains 

SN = K The investor breaks even 

SN < K The investor doesn't exercise the option 

One of the main problems in financial mathematics is the pricing and hedging 

of contingent claims using dynamic trading strategics based on the price process S. 

Contingent claims model financial contracts, the most common example of which is 

a European call option. Therefore, in order to hedge against future loss, the investor 

must make sure that SN 2: K. Of course, one cannot forget that in general the issuer 

of such an option charges a fee, so SN 2: K does not guarantee a successful hedge by 

the investor. 

In the current paper we consider the problem of hedging in an incomplete 

market, which includes transaction costs. In particular, we consider the case when 

the contingent claim f N is fixed and strategics arc not self-financing. \Ve use a certain 

cost functicnal which is constant on self-financing strategics. \Ve minimize this cost 

functional and recursi \'ely work backward toward V0 (qi!), determining the best portfolio 

choice over each local time intervaJ [k, k + 1), under appropriate conditions. That is. 

we minimize the cost of the strntcg_v using a mean-variance criterion over each of 

these intervals. This can be thought of as a model of n European-type option. 
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CHAPTER 2. LOCAL RISK-MINIMIZATION 

2.1. Formulation of the Problem 

In order to properly formulate the problem under investigation, we start with 

some important definitions. Throughout this paper, we consider only the discrete

time case. That is, we only allow actions at integer time values k = 0, 1, ... , N over 

the finite time horizon [O, N]. 

Definition 2.1.1. A trading strategy¢= (0, 71) is a pair of processes 

such that (0k) is predictable and (r/k) is (ldapted. 

In discrete time, a random variable is predictable if it is measurable with respect 

to knowledge up through all previous times. That is, 0k is ~-h-i -meawrnble for each 

k. Similarly, a random variable is adapted if it is measurable with respect to current 

informat'ion, th,Ls J k-measurnble. 

Remark 2.1.1. Predictability is a prnperty imposed on the process f) = (fh) to model 

the informational constraint that 0 is not allowed to anticipate the movement of X. 

Definition 2.1.2. The value of a portfolio at time k is 

where X1,; = 71: is the discounted price at time k of the risky asset and the price of 

each bond is equal to unity. 

Remark 2.1.2. Note that one urishes to formulate the value process so that it is 

adopted. Hence .. at time t = k, the nu,rnber of shares in the risky asset held over the 

time interval [ k, k + 1) is determined. 
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Definition 2.1.3. A contingent claim is a pair of random variables ( 0 N +1 , T/N) such 

that both 0N+l and T/N are 'JN-measurable. That is, in this problem setting, a contin

gent claim is a pair of random amounts of both stocks and bonds known at the end of 

some finite time interval. The corresponding value of this claim is denoted 

Realistically, the amount of capital an investor gains purely due to the market 

should be bounded during each discrete time interval. For this reason, it is natural 

to model the gains using functions from a familiar and well-behaved space, namely 

L2(P). In this context, we define the set of all admissible processes (¢k)-

Definition 2.1.4. The process¢= (0, r1) is called admissible (with respect to process 

X) if the process 0 = (0k) is predictable, 0k6Xk E L 2 (P), and Vi:(¢) E L2 (P). The 

set of admissible processes we denote by 8(X). 

To model transaction costs, we consider an additional term in the cost process 

mentioned above. Since the cost of making a financial transaction is some fraction of 

the price of the given asset, this suggests the following mathematical description: 

bid price : (1 - Ak)Xk Ak(w) E [O, Ao], Ao < l P - a.s. 

ask price: (1 + ;1.k)Xk ;1.1;;(w) E [O, ;,0], /Lo/= oo P - a.s., 

where Ao E JR+ and p 0 E JR+. In mauy realistic market situations, the transaction 

costs are symmetric which inciclently simplifies the model. Hence, we assume A1;; = p1;; 

and that Ak is adapted. In this context. we define the cost process. 

Definition 2.1.5. The cost process of a strategy¢= (0. 17) is 

k k 

Ch:(¢):= Vi:(<h) - L 0j6Xj -1-- L XjAj 10.i+l - 0JI k = 0, ... , N. (1) 
j=I j=I 

This is the total cost of strategy ¢ up to time k, including transaction costs. 

This process clearly depends on the adapted transaction cost parameter Ak and 0k+l 
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the number of shares of stock traded up through time k. In the next section, we 

formulate this process more carefully. 

The way we measure the success of a given strategy is through the risk process. 

This is defined as the conditional variance of the remaining cost of implementing 

strategy c/> under information available to the investor at the current time k. This 

quadratic process was first implemented by Hans Follmer and Dieter Sondermann 

in [3]. 

Definition 2.1.6. The risk process of a strategy c/> is 

(2) 

Remark 2.1.3. In this definition we assume the cost process Ck(¢) is square inte

grable i.e. Ck(c/>) E L2(P). 

Problem: Find an admissible strategy which minimizes the functional Rk( c/>) 

for all k. 

2.2. Local Risk-Minimizing Strategies 

At time k au investor following strategy c/J buys ( or sells) 17k -f/k-l bonds and (h+ 1 -(h 

shares. So the total incremental cost due to a transaction during [ k, k + 1) is 

where again each Ak is adapted and Ak E [O, >-.0] P-a.s. 

The incremental cost can be presented in terms of the portfolio's value at time k, 

which will be useful later in this µaper. This can be done as iu the following series of 
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operations: 

T/k - 77k-l + (0k+l - 0k)Xk(l + >-ksign(0k+I - 0k)) 

= 7]k - T/k-1 + 0k+1Xk + 0k+1XkAksign(0k+l - 0k) - 0kXk 

-0kXk>-ksign(0k+ I - 0k) 

= 7]k + 0k+1Xk + XkAk(0k+l - 0k)sign(0k+l - 0k) - 7]k-l - 0kXk 

= 7/k + 0k+1Xk - (r]k-1 + 0kXk) + XkAk(0k+l - 0k)sign(0k+l - 0k) 

= Vi(¢) - (77k-1 + ekxk) + xk>-k 10k+1 - 0k1 

= Vi(¢) - (77k-1 + ekxk + ekxk-1 - ekxk_i) + xk>-k 10k+1 - 0k1 

= Vi(¢) - Vi-1(¢) - 0k(Xk - Xk-1) + Xk>-k l0k+l - 0kl 

= Vi(¢) - Vi:-1(¢) - 0£::,Xk + Xk>-k l0k+l - 0kl . 

Summing all of the incremental costs up to time k yields the total cost of following 

the strategy¢ from an initial investment up to time k. This is expres:-,ecl in equation 

(1) as the cost process of strategy cp. 

Ultimately, we're interested in minimizing the risk globally. It turns out that 

an efficient means of achieving this goal is to minimize risk locally over each time 

increment [k, k + 1). Thus, we're motivated to rewrite the risk process so it can be 

understood in a local context. That is, instead of remaining risk we should rewrite 

the risk process to accommodate local changes of cost This motivates the following 

definition of a locally risk-minimizing strntegy. 

Definition 2.2.1. Let cp = (0,r7) be a strategy and k E {0,1, ... ,N-1}. A local 

perturbation of¢ at date k is a strategy ¢' = ( 0', r,') with 

0J = 0J for j =/= k + l 

7/J = T/j fm· j =/= k . 

A strategy ¢ is locally risk-minimizing if and only if 
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for all admissible strategies cf/ and for all k E [O, N - 1]. 

This definition sets the stage for a recursive formula to determine the minimum 

risk of a given strategy. The first thing to note is that the cost process necessarily is a 

martingale if the strategy used is locally risk-minimizing. This leads to the following 

preliminary result. 

Proposition 2.2.1. If the strategy rp is locally r·isk-rninimizing, then the cost prncess 

Ck(<P) is a martingale. 

Prnof. According to the definition of Ck(¢), we have 

b,Ck = ck+1 - ck 
k+l k+l k 

= Vi+1 - L ej6Xj + L xj>.j 10j+1 - ej I - Vi+ L ej6Xj 
j=l j=l j=l 

k 

-~X>.10 1-01 ~ J J J+ J 

j=l 

= Vi+1 - Vi - 0k+1DXk+l + Xk+!Ak+l l0k+2 - 0k+ll 

= (Vi+1 - 0k+1DXk+1) + (Xk+l>-k+l l0k+2 - 0k+1I - Vi) 

Note that Vi is the only term in this sum that can be not JA-+ 1-measurnble. The goal is 

to isolate the only Jk-rneasurnble term, since it is the only term the investor can con

trol at time k. That is, it's the only term that depends on T/k· So we continue with this 

goal in mind. In particular, consider a= Vi+1 - 0k+1DXk+1 + Xk+1>-k+1 l0k+2 - 0k+1 I 

as one term and Vk as the other. Thus, 

and so 

Therefore, 
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= E[cilih] - 2ViE[a!Jk] + Vk2 E[a!JA:]2 + E[a[Jk] 2 

= Var[alJk] + E[a!Jk]2 - 2ViE[a!Jk] + Vl 

= Var[o:!Jk] + (E[alJkj - Vi) 2
. 

Since the strategy is locally risk-minimizing and Vi is the only term in the last formula 

which depends on T}k, at time k the value of TJk should be chosen such that 

Hence, the optimal choice of 17k implies that 

Vi(¢) E [Vk+l 0A:+16Xk+1 + Xk+1..\k+1 l0k+2 - 0k+1 l lJk] or 

[Vi+1 0k+16Xk+1 + Xk+1Ak+1 l0k+2 - 0k+1! !Jk] - Vi O or 

E [6 Vi - 0k+16Xk+1 + Xk+1>-k+1 l0k+2 0k+1 I !Jk] 0 or [6Ck+1 !Jk] 0, \vhich 

means that Ck ( ¢) is a martingale. □ 

This result leads directly to the following lemma which allows us to decompose 

the local process. 

Lemma 2.2.1. If the strategy is locally risk-minirn.izing, then 

is a martingale and the corresponding risk process at time k can he written as 

s. fork 0, L ... , N l. (3) 

Proof. Since the strategy q~ is risk-rninimi,dng, the process Ci.:(6) is a martingale 

according to the previous proposition. Formula (3) results from the following trans-
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formations, where we define 6..C[;' = CN(<P) - Ck(¢). 

Rk(¢) := E [ (.6c[;')2 IJk] = E [ (.6Cf;' + ck+1 - ck+1)
2 

IJk] 

= E [(.6Cf+1 + .6Ck+1)
2

1ik] 

= E [ ( .6Cf+1)2 + 2.6Cf+1 .6Ck+l + (.6Ck+d
2 

IJk] 

= E [ ( .6Cf+1) 
2 

IJk] + 2E [ .6Cf+1 DCk+1 IJk] + E [ (.6Ck+l )
2 

IJk] 

= E [ ( .6Cf+1/ IJk] + 2E [ .6Cf+1 IJk] E [.6Ck+l IJk] + E [ (.6Ck+1)
2 

IJk] 

= E [ (.6Cf+1)
2

1ik] + E [(.6CA:+1)
2 

IJA:] 

= E [E [ (.6Cf+1)
2 

IJk+1] 1ik] + E [(.6Ck+1)
2 

IJA:] 

= E [RH1IJk] + Var [.6CH1IJk] + E [6..Ck+11Jk] 2 

= E [Rk+1 IJk] + Var [.6Ck+1 IJk] . 

□ 

So if the cost process is a martingale, the local risk of a strategy is the conditional 

expectation of the remaining risk under current information plus the conditional 

variance of the local change in cost. At time k, the investor only has control over 0k+l 

and r/k· Hence, to minimize the local risk Rk it suffices to consider only minimizing 

Var [.6CklJk] with respect to 0k+l· Thus, for a martingale cost process minimizing 

local risk is equivalent to minimizing the local conditional variance. 

This leads naturally to the essential criteria of a locally risk-minimizing strategy. 

The ucccssary awl sufficient conditious for a strategy to lw locally risk-111i11i111i;1,ing 

arc summarized in the following proposition. Determining such a strategy is the main 

focus of this paper. 

Proposition 2.2.2. A strategy¢= (0, r1) is locally risk-minimizing if and only if 

1. C ( ¢) is a martingale. 
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2. Foreachk E {0, ... ,N-1},Bk+l satisfies 

argmin Var[6C1.,+1l~h] 
o;,+ 1 E8(X) 

(4) 

Remark 2.2.1. The fact that 0~+ 1 is admissible guarantees the first integrability 

condition. We prove the integrability of the second condition below 

from technical constraints imposed on the process X. 

will come 

This proposition naturally progresses from the properties of local risk explained 

above. In order for us to be able to optimize the strategy with the controls available, 

the cost process must be a martingale. The cost process is a martingale from the 

optimal choice T/k shown above. (It is necessarily a martingale from the fact we 

assume the strategy is locally risk-minimizing.) Once we have this property, we can 

rewrite the risk process as a sum of two terms only one of which is in our eoutrol at 

time k. Thus, we only concern ourselves with minimizing the variance of the local 

change of the cost process with information available at time k. 

Proof of proposition 2.2.2. By proposition 2.2.1, C(<b) is a martingale if cf; is locally 

risk-minimizing. If C( ¢) is a martingale, then equation (.3) 

imply 

Rk(c/!) = E [ RH1 jJk] + Var [ .6.Ck+l iJk] 

the definition of C ( </>) 

[RH1IJk] + Var -- vk -ek+l,6.Xk+l +XH1/\k+I l0k+2 -0k+li IJk] 

Now, removing all Jk-measurable terms from the conditional variance, we have 

\Vc'rc assurning 0k E 8(X), so by definition 6Xk+l E L2(P). Fix k E {O, 1, ... , N-

1} and let q/ he a local perturbation of rp at time I.:. Then from the definition of the 
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cost process Ck 

Since we can assume C ( ¢) is a martingale and since by the previous lemma Rk ( cp) 

E[Rk+i(¢)!Jk] + Var[6Ck+1(¢)!Jk], we obtain that the risk process of a locally per

turbed strategy ¢' is 

(5) 

Suppose conditions (1) and (2) hold in the proposition. Since ef/ is a local 

perturbation at time k, 

and 

Thus, 

Using equation (5), we obtain the following inequality: 

Rk(¢') = E [Rk+1(<t>)IJk] + [(6Ck+1(¢1
))

2 IJk] 

= E [Rk+1(<P)IJ1c] + Var :6Ck+1(¢')!Jk] + [6Ck+1(c//)!Jk]
2 

?:= E [Rk+1(<P)!Jk] + Var 16Ck+1(¢')IJk] 

?:= E [Rk+1(o)IJ1c] + Var [6Ck+1(<t>)IJk] 

= Rdo), 

(6) 

where the third inequality relies 011 condition (2), equation (.5) and the irrelevance 

of Jk-measurablc terms in the conditional variance. The last equality comes from 

equation (3). definition, this means that ¢ is locally risk-minimizing. 
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Conversely, suppose strategy¢ is locally risk-minimizing, which means (1) holds 

by proposition 2.2.1. To show that property (2) follmvs, recall that 

for locally risk-minimizing strategy ¢ and all locally perturbed strategies ¢'. Since we 

have assumed that ¢ is locally risk-minimizing and by comparing equations (3) and 

( 5)' 

Rk(<p) = E [Rk+1(<P)IJk] + Var [6Ck-n(<b)IJk] 

~ E [Rk+1(¢)IJk] + E [(6Ck+1(¢1
))

2 
IJk] = Rk(¢'). 

This means that we have the following inequality for any Jk-measurable choice of 

e~+ 1 and r7~: 

(7) 

In particular, fix 0~+ 1 and chooser;~ such that E [6Ck+i(¢')1Jk] = 0. Hence, putting 

this together with (7), using the definition of 6CA:+i(¢') and property (6) we have 

that 

for each k E {O, 1, ... , N - l}, which means (2) holds. □ 

\,Ve obtain the required rneasurability properties in the next section after intro

ducing some required technical conditions on the process X. 

2.3. Substantial Risk and Mean-Variance Tradeoff 

We naively assumed that the units in this new market ,vith friction were equiv

alent to the usual frictionless market. That is, not only the cost process, but also 

the value process is different in this new market with transaction costs. Before 

we can proceed, we must carefully formulate the conditions in the present market 

model. The main goal of this section is to clearly define the relationship between the 
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nominal frictionless market and the market we consider in this paper. To that end, 

we introduce the following definition. 

Definition 2.3.1. Denote as r the class of all adapted processes 1 

such that ik E [ 1, 1] P-a.s. Similarly, denote J\ the class of all adapted processes 

>- = (>-k)kE[O,N] such that >-k E [O, >-o] P-a.s. for >-o < 1. So, for, E r and>- E A, 

and the corresponding val1le process in the new units is defined as 

1,~ 0 v~ I k ~-vk := k+I.,,\.k r + T/k JOr = 0, 1, ... , 1v. 

Note that this generalizes the value of a risky asset with transaction costs since 

we allow ,k to take any value in 1, 1]. In fact, ,A-(w) is usually 1 or 1 and, as we'll 

see later, all other possible values only concern the case when no transactions occur 

during the given time increment (i.e. when Ok+l = Ok)-

The point of this section is to carefully show that the choice of units does 

not effect the strategies. That is, we \Vish to show that under additional technical 

assumptions, 8(X) 8(X..\1'). 

In order to obtain all the necessary integrability conditions required in this 

model, a constraint on the process X must be imposed. It turns out that this 

constraint not only results in the desired integrability conditions, but also has a 

quite natural physical interpretation in the context of our rnodel. Therefore, we do 

not consider it. as an unnatural restriction on the subsequent results. 

Definition 2.3.2. X has substantial risk if there exists a constant c < oc such that 

(8) 

The smallest such constant is denoted C81-. 
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This means that the increments of the value of each risky asset are sufficiently 

"spread out" away from the mean (sufficiently risky). That is, substantial risk places 

a lower bound on the conditional variance of increments of X. Substantial risk also 

has a very intuitive interpretation. If we define the return process p (Pk)kE[O,N] of 

X as 

Pk for each k 1, ... , N , 

then (8) can be written in terms of Pk as 

a.s. for k = l, ... , N. 

Therefore, X has substantial risk if and only if there is a lower bound on the returns 

of X. 

Insisting that X satisfies substantial risk has some very fruitful consequences 

summarized in the next lemma. 

Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose X has substantial Then the fallowing are true: 

2. V/'(¢) E L2 (P) fork= 0, 1, ... , N for all I E f, ,'\EA and for all 

4. Ck(¢) E L2(P) fork 0, ... , N and for all¢. 

Proof. First we prove (3) and the other results easily follow. Suppose X has substan

tial risk. To shmv the product 0k+tXk E L 2 (P), we must show E [(0k+IXk) 2
] < oo. 

So consider 
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= E [0i+1E [(6.Xk+1)
2 

IJk] E[(L'>,;~:1)2hh]] 

= E [ E [(0k+16.Xk+1? IJk] E[(t;,;~:1)21;h]] 

~ CsrE [ E [ (0k+16.Xk+1)
2 IJk]] 

C8 rE [(0k+16.Xk+1/] < 00 • 

The third equality comes from the fact that 0k+l is J1,:-meas11rable and the inequality 

from equation (8). Hence, (3) is proved. Next we prove (1), so consider Ok an arbitrary 

element of 8(X). 

Od::,xt ok [Xk (1 + Aflk) xk-1 (1 + >-k-ltk-d] 

= ek [Xk - xk-1 + xk>.k,k xk-1>-k-1tk-1 - xk-1>-nk + xk-·i ✓\krkl 

Okl::.Xk + 0k6Xk>.k,k + ekxk-16>..kl::.rk. 

Since >.k and rk are uniformly bounded for each k as functions of w, 0k E 8(X), and 

by property (3) all of the terms in the above sum are square integrable. Therefore, 

0k6x:, E L2(P) which implies that ek E e(x>-1 ). Thus, we have the desired 

containment in property ( 1). 

Similarly, we prove property (2), so consider the value of 6 at time k 

v/'((,6) = o,,T1Xt' + r1k 

= (h+i (Xk (1 + A1/1k)) + 7/k 

Thus, as before since every >.k EA and E r, both >.k and rk that appear above are 

uniformly bounded. From this fact and property (3) it is clear that V/1 (¢) E L2 (P). 
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Finally, we consider the cost process 

ck(c/>) vk(¢) I:;=1 ej+16Xj + I:;=1 xj>..1 1ej+1 - 01 1 

vk( ¢) I:;=1 ej+1 l::.X1 + I:;=1 xjAn1 . 

Again, by definition Vk(¢) E L2(P), 0J+ 16XJ E L 2 (P), and XJAfrJ E L2(P). So 

we've established the final property ( 4) of the lemma and hence it is proved. □ 

Another technical condition is needed in order to prove the reverse inclusion 

8(X.x1 ) ~ 8(X). To measure the relative diffusion of the random amount X with 

respect to its drift in each time interval, we introduce the follmving process: 

Definition 2.3.3. The mean-variance tmdeo.fj process of X for, E r and>.. E A up 

to time f. is defined as 

fore 0, ... ,Iv. (9) 

The "boundedness" of the above process is usua.lly included iu the canonical 

structure conditions of a random market model. \Ve follow this convention in the 

model under consideration. Denote by Cmvt(>-1 ) the smallest of I<;, Kt2 1 for all 

k E [O, NJ, then 

(10) 

Intuitively, this means that for each k, the conditional distribution of X k given J k-l is 

P-a.s. not concentrated at one point. This condition is similar to that of substantial 

risk in that it assumes a sufficiently random market. The structure condition (10) is 

needed along with an additional constraint on the variance to obtain our immediate 

goal of set contairnnent 8(X.x1 ) ~ 8(X). This, along with the reverse inclusion shown 

above, clue to condition (8). is used in the next proposition to obtain set equivalence. 

Proposition 2.3.1. Assmne X has bcmnded rnrn,n-va:riance trruieoff and substantial 
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risk. Fix , E r, ,\ E A and assn me there is a constant c > 0 snch that 

Then x.\, has a bounded mearH1ariance tmdeoff and moreover 8(X.\') 8(X). 

Proof. First, we show x.\-; has bounded mean-variance tradeoff (i.e. (E[6Xt'IJk-iJ) 2 ~ 

CmvtVar [6X;'IJk]) To this end, consider 

6X;' = xk (1 + >-nk) - xk-1 (1 + >-k-1"/k-d 

xk xk-1 + xk>.k/k xk-1>-k-11k-1 + xk-1>.k~fk - xk-1>.k,k 

1:,xk + 1:,xk>.k,k + xk-16>.kt,rk. 

By definition O ~ ,\k ~ >.0 < 1 P-a.s. for each k, 1 ~ ,k ~ 1 P-a.s. for each k and 

Xk-l is Jk_ 1-measurable, so 

1:,xk + 1:,xk>.k,k + xk-16>.h,1:,rk 

~ (1 + >-o) 6Xk + 2>.oXk-1. 

Thus, since we assumed X has t-mbstantial risk and bounded mean-variance tradeoff, 

we have the following series of equations: 

E [ (1:,x;,) 
2 

IJk-1] ~ (1 + >-0)2 E [6Xf \Jk-1: + 4>.6XL1 

~ (1 + Ao) 2 E [6Xf IJk-iJ + 4>.5csrE [6Xl!Jh,-iJ 

= ( (1 + Ao) 2 + 4A6Csr) E [6X}JJk-iJ 

m (Var [6Xk!Jk-1] + E [6Xk!Jk_i]2) 

~ mVar [6Xk1Jk i] + CmvtVar [6Xk1Jk 1] 

= m(l + Crnvt)Var [6X1;\Jk-iJ . 

The second inequality follows from the assumption of substantial risk and in

equality (8) using the constant c8 ,,. After the constant terms are collected (rn 

(1 + ,\0 ) 2 + 4>.5c.sr) the final inequality follows from relation (10) and bounded mean-
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variance tradeoff with corresponding constant bound Cmvt(O). Therefore, x>-'Y has 

bounded mean-variance tradeoff. 

Finally, we show that 8(X>-1') ~ 8(X) which will lead to the desired result 

since the reverse inclusion was previously shown. \Vith this in mind, let 0k E 8(x>-,) 

which implies that 0kt:,.Xh L2 (P). Next, consider the Doob decomposition of this 

product (Xk = X 0 + i\1k + Ak), where L'\X0 = 0. 

Since lvft is a martingale and Afx is predictable, we have that 

Thus, 

Also, applying the Doob decomposition to the variance gives 

Vai· [t:,.xtjik-1] E [ ( t:,.xt E [t:,.x;'f\Jk--1])2 !ik-1] 
[ (DAI:,+ DA;' t:,.Arfr 

1
ik-1J E [ ( DAft'r !ik-lJ 

Also, since we assumed X has bonndcd mean-variance tradcofL (10) implies 

( E [6X{'jJ1,;-1]) 
2 

:S Cmvt [ ( L'\Aff'I) 
2 

!Jk-1] for each k =I, ... , N. 

(P) if and only if 01,;L'\A1;1 E L 2 (P). Thus, we have the 

reverse implication for predictable 0k i.e. 0k!'.!':.11J;1 E L2 (P) implies 0k!'.!':.Xt' E L2 (P). 

So, 01,, E 8(x>-,) if and only if fh!'.!':.Al(1 E L 2 (P). Nmv, (),,, predictability and inequality 
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(10) together imply that 

E [(0k6IVh)
2 

/Jk-iJ 0kE [(6Ah)2 /Jk-1] = aivar [6XklJk-iJ 

~ - 1-0kVar [6x(1 '1Jk-1] = - 1-0~E [(6Af,~')
2 

IJk-1] Crnvt Crnvt tt 

= -1 
E [(ek6M{')

2 

J

1Jk-l] · C1n1;t 

Hence, 0k6A1;' E L2 (P) implies 0k6Ah E L2 (P), which means that Ok E 8(X>-1 ) 

implies (}k E 8(X). Therefore, we have the desired inclusion 8(.x-~~1) ~ 8(X) and 

the proposition is proved. 

Thus, with some mild technical assumptions on the process X, we have that 

the sets 8(X) and 8(X>.1 ) are equal. This means that the same strategics can be 

used regardless of the specific units. Hence, there is ultimately no structural differ

ence between the techniques used in a market model with and \vithout transaction 

costs. Note that both technical assumptions, bounded mean-variance tradeoff and 

substantial risk, regard the underlying randomness of the market. These are both 

very natural and non-restrictive conditions. 

To be sure that the previous lemma holds, the condition (11) must hold. In 

order to check this condition on the variance, lk and ).,k must be sufficiently known. 

However, since both quantities are random variables this iH not very likely. Therefore, 

it's usefol to impose an additional auxiliary condition independent of both ~1 ancl )., 

that assures condition ( 11) holds. 

Proposition 2.3.2. If there is a constant J < 1 such that 

1, ... ,N (12) 

then inequality (11) holds sirnulta,neously for all I E f, with c 1 J. 

Proof. Since x;, Xk(l +>-1/1,..), we cau write 6Xt' = 6Xk+ Xk>-krk-Xk-I Ak-I ~,k-I · 

Also, since we're only concerned with the conditional variance, we drop the Jk_ 1-
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measurable terms. Doing this and rewriting the left-hand side of (11) using definition 

of variance, we get the following series of equations: 

Var [ uX;'!Jk-1] Var [uXk + Xk,\klklJ1.:-il 

[((uxk + XkAk'Yk) - [uXk + XkAk1kD
2 

IJ1.,-1] 

E [(uXk E [uXk!Jk-1] + XkA1/Yk - E [Xk,\k1k\Jk-il)
2

] 

= E[(uXk - [uXk!Jk-1'.)
2 + 2 (uxk E [uXk!Jk-d) (Xk,\k~tk - E [Xk,\krklJk-il) 

+ (Xk,\krk - (Xk,\k1k!Jk-1]l !Jk-il 

2 Var [uXklJ1c-1] - 2E [(uXk - E [uXk\Jk-1]) (Xk,\krk E [Xk,\klkl6k-il) IJk-1] 

Var [uXk!Jk-il 2 J (uXk E [uXkl6k-il) (Xk,\krk - E [Xk,\k~tkl6k-il) dP 

2 Var [uXk!J1c-il - 2J J (uXk - E [uXklJk-d)
2 

dP J (Xk,\k!k - E [Xk,\krkl6k-d) 2 
dP 

Var [uXk\6k-1] 2Jvar [uXkl6k-il Var [Xk,\krk!Jk-il. 

After rewriting variance in terms of its underlying expectations, we get a lower bound 

by excluding positive terms. The last estimate is obtained by using the Cauchy

Schwa.rtz inequality. Therefore, we obtain a lower bound on the conditional variance. 

Now, since -1 < -,\0 ::; Akfk S ,\0 < 1, P-a.s for all k, we have an additional relation 

between conditional variances 

-2 

Var [Xk,\1.-11.,iJk-iJ s [(X1.,Akrk)2\Jk-1] SE [.X}IJk-iJ S: Var [uX1.,IJk-iJ 

Therefore, using this estimate we get the desired lower bound. 

Var [ uxt"lik-1] 2 

2 Var [uXk!Jk-1] 2Jvar [uXkl61c-1] Var [X1c,\1c~rk!Jk-il 

2 Var [uX1.,IJ1c-il - 2yVar [uX1clJ1c-il ~:var [uXklJ1.,l 

Var [uX1clJk-il - JVar [uXk!Jk-il 

= Var [uXk!Jk-il (1 - c5) · 

Hence, Var [L1X{l'!Jk-i] 2 cVar [L1Xkl6k-il for positive constant c = 1 J. There-
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fore, imposing condition (12), which does not depend on ,\ or 1 , on the conditional 

variance of t:.X;,>' results in the desired lower bound ( 11). □ 

2.4. Existence and Structure of an Optimal Strategy 

Nmv that we've established the technical assumptions necessary to properly imple

ment the model, we address more general questions regarding existence and unique

ness of minimizers. That we're ultimately interested in determining a locally risk

minimizing strategy which must satisfy proposition 2.2.2 above. So, going backward 

from a contingent claim (0N+i,rJN), we determine 0k+I over each finite time interval 

such that 

fh+ 1 argmin Var [6Ck+i!Jk] 
O~+l E8(X) 

argmin Var [Vi+1 - 0~+ 16Xk+I + Xk+1>-k+1 l0k+2 - 0~+1 I IJk] 
o:+i E0(X) 

Therefore, it behooves us to be sure that each local minimizer exists and is unique. 

To this end, we consider the general conditional variance function defined as: 

f(c,w) := Var [U - cZ + ,\Z jY - cj IC8] (w), 

where we assume C8 s;;: J is a imb sigma algebra of J. Also, let U, Y, and Z be 

J-measurable, real-valued random variables such that U E L 2 (P), Z E L 2 (P) and 

Y Z E L 2 (P). Additionally ,\ is a uniformly bounded random variable such that 

>.k E [O. 1) P-a.s. for each k. First, we construct the left and right-hand derivatives 

of this gew~ral conditional variance function, which will be used to prove subsequent 

existence results. 

Lemma 2.4.1. For ?-almost every w., c I-} J(c, r..,.,') is a contim1ous function with left 

and right-hand derivatives J~ w) and J: ( c, w) given by 

J~(c,w) = 2Cov(U cZ + >.ZIY cl, Z(l + ,\sign(Y c))je8)(w) 
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and 

f~(c,w) = -2Cov(U - cZ + >.Z!Y c!, Z(l + ,\sign(Y - c))[<5)(w), 

where we define 

sign(x) : sign(x) + I{x=O} : 
{ 

+l 

-1 

(13) 

{ 

+l 

-1 

Proof. The continuity inc of J(c,w) is evide11t by the defiuitiou of conditional vari

ance. Also, by symmetry it suffices to determine the right-hand derivative f~ ( c, w). 

\Ve do this by computing the corresponding difference quotient. In the following list of 

equalities, we write the definition off in terms of conditional variance and decompose 

the result in terms of the underlying expectations. Collecting the appropriate terms 

leads to the couditional expectations shown: 

J(c+ h,w) J(c,w) 

= Var [U - (c + h)Z + ,\ZjY - (c + h)ll<5] (w) Var [U - + >-ZIY cl\<5] (w) 

E [(U - (c + h)Z + ,\ZjY - (c + h)l)2 l<5] (w) 

- (E [U - (c + h)Z + ,\ZjY (c + h)ll<5] (w))2 

[(U - cZ + ,\ZjY - cl)2 l<5] (w) 

+ (E [U - cZ + ,\ZiY cll<5] (w))2 

E [(u -- + h)Z + ,\Zj1,,. + h)l) 2 
- (U - cZ + ,\ZjY c!)21<5] 

-(E[U- +h)Z+>.Z!Y (c+h)l[<5]
2

-E[U-cZ+>-Z!Y c![<5] 2
). 

Next, to achieve the desired result we cleverly rearrange the previous two terms 

involving conditional expectation. In the interest of simplicity, we make the following 
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substitutions: 

K U - (c + h)Z + ,\Z IY (c + h)I 

T U - cZ + -\Z IY - cl . 

vVith these substitutions, the expression obtained above simplifies to 

Not<~ that the terms inside of the first expectation of (14) can be rewritten as the 

following product of terms: 

r;;2 -T2 (r;;- (r;,+T) 

= (-hZ + -\Z(IY (c + h)I - IY - cl)) 

(2U - 2cZ - hZ + -\Z(IY - (c + h)j + IY - cl)) . 

Similarly, the second component of equation (14) can be written as: 

(E[T!©]) 2 
- (E[h;!©]) 2 

= (E [U - cZ + ,\Z IY - c\ j©] E [u (c+ h)Z + ,\ IY - (c+ h)I I®]) 
(E [u cZ + ,\Z IY cl J©] + E [U - (c + h)Z + ,\Z IY - (c + h)! I®]) 

E [-hZ + ,\Z (IY - cl IY- (c+ h)I) \18] 
E [2U - 2cZ hZ + ,\Z (IY - c! + IY - + h)i) j©] . 

Thus, putting all of this together we obtain the following expression: 

f(c + h,w) f(c.w) 

E[(-hZ + -\Z (IY (c + h)I IY - cl)) 

(2U - 2cZ - hZ + ,\Z (!Y (c + h)I + IY - cl) \18] 
E [-hZ + ,\Z (!Y cl /Y - (c + h)j) I®] 

·E [2U - 2cZ - hZ + ,\Z (IY cl+ IY (c + h)/) j©] 

= Cov[-hZ + -\Z(IY - cl IY - (c + h)I), 

2U 2cZ - hZ + -\Z(IY cl+ !Y (c + h)l)j©]. 
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This allows one to construct the desired difference quotient, which is expressed as the 

following covariance function: 

f(c+h,w)- J(c,w) _ 
h 

Cov [-z + >..Z (IY-c-,~-IY-cl), 
2U - 2cZ - hZ + >..Z (!Y c hi+ !Y - cl) I®] 

Note that lim sign (Y - c - h) sign (Y c), and we have that 
h➔O+ 

1 
!Y - (; 

im 
h➔O+ 

-sign (Y c) P-a.s. 

Also, by the triangle inequality we have that IY c hi ~ IY cl + I-hi, which 

means that IY c - hi - IY - cl ~ I hi. Thus we have the following important 

bound: 

I\Y c - hi - jY - c!I ~ hfor a.e.w and for all h. 

Now, since we've established the limit 

l y c- hi - IY 
lim -------
h➔o+ h 

and since , .,____-'-''--"'"' I ~ 1, we can apply the d0minated convergence theorem 

yielding the following 8eries of equalities: 

1
. .f(c + h,w) - .f(c,w) 
1111 --------

1!-,0+ h 

[ 
!Y c - hi - IY - cl 

l.im Cov -Z + >..Z 
h-,o+ h 

2U - 2cZ - hZ + >..Z (IY - c hi+ !Y - cj) I®] 

[ .]. \z IY C - hi - IY - cl = Cov -Z + 1m /\ 
h_,o+ h 

2U - 2cZ + lim (-hZ + >..z (iY - c hi+ IY - cl))i®J 
h➔O+ 

= Cov [-Z - >..Zsign (Y - c), 2U 2cZ + 2>..Z !Y - cl\®] . 
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Therefore, we have successfully constructed the right-hand derivative of the general 

conditional variance function f ( c, w). 

f~(c,w) 1
. f(c+h,w) f(c,w) 
Im 

h-,Q+ h 

= Cov [-z -\Zsign (Y c), 2U - 2Z + 2-\Z IY cl I®] (w). (15) 

By a symmetrical argument, the left-hand derivative is computed. 

Next, we get at the essential ingredient to ensure the existence of a minimizer 

for the problem at hand. 

Proposition 2.4.1. Suppose Var[ZI®] > 0 P-a.s., then there exists a 18-rneasiLrable 

random variable c* ( w) such that for P - almost every w, 

f(c*(w),w):; f(c,w) for all c E IR. 

Proof. To prove this statement, we first show that f ( c, w) has a minimum in c then we 

com,truct such a minimizer. \Vith the first goal in mind, we decompose f(c,w) into its 

variance and covariance components. For notational simplicity, let s sign (Y -
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Since \Y cl (Y - c)sign(Y - c), we can decompose J(c,w) as follows: 

J(c(w), w) = Var [U - cZ + AZ \Y cl I®] (w) 

= Var [U - cZ + AZ (Y c) s!®] (w) 

= Var [(U + AZY s) - c (Z(l +As))!®] (w) 

= [((U + AZYs) - c(Z(l + As))) 2 I®] (w) E [(U + AZYs) - c(Z(l + As)) !Q.;] 2 (w) 

= E [(U + AZYs)2 
- 2c(U + AZYs) (Z(l +As))+ c2 (Z(l + As)) 2 I®] (w) 

E [(U + AZYs) 2 !®] -2cE[(U + AZYs) (Z(l + As)) I®] 

+c2 E [(Z(l + As))2 \®] (w) - [U + AZYsl®] 2 (w) 

+2cE [U + AZY sj®] E [Z(l +As)!®] (w) - c2 E [Z(l + As) )®] 2 (w) 

= Var [U + AZYs)®] (w) - 2cCov [(U + AZYs), Z (1 + As) I®] (w) 

+c2 Var [Z(l + As)\®] (w). 

Now let 
h 1(c,w) := Var[Z(l + As)I®] (w), 

hdc, w) . Cov [(U + AZYs), Z(l + As)l®J (w), 

h3 (c, w) Var [U + AZYsj®] (w). 

This, along with the formula for J( c, w) formulated above results in the following 

representation of function f ( c, w): 

Since, by assumption U E L2 (P), Z E L2(P), Y Z E L2(P), allCl A E [O, 1) P-a.s., we 

have that h1 ( c, w), h2 ( c, w), and h3(c. are all bounded as functions of c. We need 

only check that h1 ( c, w) doesn't go negative almost surely since it is clearly the leading 
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coefficient. To that end, consider the limit of this function evaluated as follows: 

. lim Var [Z(l + -\sign (Y - c))IC8] (w) 
jcl-Hx:; 

Var [Z(l =i= -\)IC8] (w) 

= (1 =i= -\)Var [ZIC8] (w). 

Since O < ,\ ~ ,\0 < 1 P-a.s. and Var [Z/C8] (w) is assumed positive, this implies that 

lim Var [Z(l + J\s)[C8] (w) > 0. 
lcl-tx 

Therefore, 

lim c2h1 (c,w) - 2ch2 (c,w) + h:5(c,w) +oo 
!cl-too 

for P-almost every w, and since h1 (c,w), h'2(c,w), and h3 (c,w) are continuous inc, 

f ( c, w) must have a minimum value P-almost everywhere. Next, we construct such a 

C8-measurable minimiier. Thus, consider the dyadic integers of order n, Dn = { f,;-U E 

Z}. Then, define he sequence 

cn(w). inf{c E Dn: f(c,w) ~ J(c',w) for all c' E D 11 }. 

Since, by definition the nrnppiug w H f(c,w) is C8-rncasurable for fixed c, the random 

variable c11 (w) is C8-measnrable for every n. That is, for arbitrary x E JR we have 

{c11 (w)<:r}= LJ n {w: f(c',w) 2: J(c,w)}. 

Each f is C8-measurable, therefore each set {w: f(c',w) 2: f(c,w)} is C8-measurable. 

Hence, {c11 (w) ~ x} is C8-measnrable. Since Jim J(c,w) oo, the sequence 
lc:-too 

is bounded inn for P-almost every w. Also, for any finite subset of :R, Dn is finite for 

any n EN. Thus, over each finite n, the sequence cn(w) attains a minimum. Finally, 

the set of dyadic integers is dense in IR. Therefore, along with continuity off (c, w) in 
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c, the above properties imply the minimum c is attained defined by c* as: 

c*(w) lim inf Cn ( w) 
n-+oo 

P-a.s. 

Proposition 2.4.1 guarantees the existence of a minimizer c~(w) for the general 

conditional variance function f( c, w ). However, this result only concerns the existence 

of a minimizer and not the properties of c*(w). Therefore, with this in mind, we 

introduce the function g( c, w) ( with O :::; f3 :::; 1) which transitions between the left 

and right-hand derivatives of f ( c, w). Thus, 

g(c(w), p(w), w) := Cov [U - cZ + AkZ IY - c\, Z (1 + AkS(/3, c)) IQ.)] (w), (16) 

where 

S(/3, c) := f3sign (Y - c) + (1 ,3) (Y c) . (17) 

Note that S(/3,c) has been defined so tlrnt g(c,/3,w) transitions between f~(c,w) and 

f'_(c,w) as ,B(w) takes on values from [O, 1]. In particular, 

g(c,O,w) Cov [u - cZ + >.Z \Y c!, Z (1 + >.sign(Y - c)) l®J (w) 

-½!~ w). 

g(c,l,w) Cov[U-cZ+>-Z!Y cl,Z(l+>.sign(Y c))/®J(w) 

- 1 {'.(c·•) 2· - ,, w . 

Next, we prove the existence of an opr,irnal random variable ( w) that is exactly 

between f~(c,w) and f'_ w). That is, for c*(w) given, there is a /3*(w) E [O, 1] such 

that g( c*, ;3*, w) 0. This equation ,vill be used to determine an analytic expre8sion 

for the optimal c. 

Proposition 2.4.2. Assume that Var[ZI®] > 0 P-a.s. and let c*(w) be given as 

in Proposition 2.4.1. Then there exists a ®-measurable random. variable f3*(w) with 
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values in [ 0, 1] such that 

g(c*(w), /3*(w), w) 0 for ?-almost every w. 

Proof. Since c* minimizes c H f ( c, w) for P-almost every w, 

f~(c*(w),w) SOS .f~(c*(w),w) P-a.s. 

Also, by the above discussion O 2 g(c*(w),O,w) = -½f~(c*(w),w), g(c"(w), 1,w) = 

-½J~(c"(w),w) 2 0 so 

g(c",O,w) SOS g(c*, 1,w) P-a.s. 

Now, let 

f3n(w) argmin{lg(cn(w), w)I : /3 E Dn}. 

By properties already established for J(c,w), it follows that w H g(c*(w), w) is 

t5-measurable for every fixed f3 and ,B H g(c*(w), /3, w) is P-alrnost surely continuous 

on [O, 1). Thus, for P-almost every w, /3 H g(c"(w),/3,w) has a zero in [O, lJ, so that 

min. jg(c*(w), w)I = 0 P-a.s. 
8E[0,l; 

D 

Now that we've established the existence of a random variable B*(w) such that 

g( c*, f3*, w) 0 for P-alrnost every w, we can use this equation to get an expression for 

the minimum c"(w) in the context of the current problem. Therefore, we rearrange g 
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to solve for the optimal c, using the fact that Cov(A, A+ B) = Cov(A, B) + Var(A). 

g(c*, /3*, w) Cov (U - c* Z + ,\Z \Y - c*I, Z((l + ,\S(p, c*)) I®) (w) 

= Cov (U c* Z + ,\Z (Y - c*) S(p, c*), Z (l + ,\S(,8, c*)) J®) (w) 

= Cov (U + ,\ZYS(,8, c*) c* (Z (1 + ,\S(,8, c*))), Z (I+ ,\S(ii, c*))) (w) 

Cov (U + ,\ZY S(,B, c*), Z (1 + ,\S(/3, c*)) \®) (w) 

-c*Var [Z (1 + ,\S(,B, c*)) I®] (w) = 0. 

Hence, we obtain a relation that c* should satisfy for an analytically tractable formula 

of the minimizer of f ( c, w). 

Cov (U + ,\ZY S(,8, c*), Z (1 + ,\S(,B, c*)) I®) (w) 
Var [Z (1 + ,\S(,B, c*)) I®] (w) 

2.5. The Main Result 

(18) 

Now that we have established the general framework of our model and carefully 

checked that local minimizers exist, we are ready to state the main theorem. The 

statement and subsequent proof of the following theorem follow directly from all 

of the previous results. The main point is to he sme all the proper integrability 

conditions are satisfied and to concisely record our main result. In fact. the main 

theorem below formalizes the result of proposition 2.2.2 in terms of transaction costs, 

and uses generalized existence results concerning the functions f ( c, w) and g( c, w) 

to determine an optimal strategy. 

Theorem 2.5.1. Assume that X has a bounded mean-variance tradeofj for,\ = 0, 

substantial risk .. sab:sfics (12} and 

Then for any contingent claim ( 01v+1, fJN). there exists a locally risk-minimizing strat-
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egy ¢* (0*, r,*) with 0N-r-l 0N+l and rJN = fiN• The first component of this optimal 

strategy is constructed as follows. There exists a process 8* E r such that if we define 

~ E f by 

sign(0Z+i 0k~) + 8* !{0· =0*} fork= 1, ... , N 
k+l k 

0 fork 0 

then we have that the first component in q01testion is 

Gov [Lv/((</>*),Lxt~,ik-l] 

Var [ Lxt( iJk-1] 
P-a.s. fork= 1, ... , N. 

(19) 

(20) 

Proof. \Ne prove the required integrability and existence criteria by a backward 

induction argument and then construct the optimal strategy ¢*. To begin, we define 

0N+I 0N+I, which by definition 2.1.3 implies that the following hold fork= N 

0k+1Xk E L2(P), 

w; := H - Lj:k-:-i 0JLXj + I:f=k~i >-..jxj /L0J+ 1 / E L2(P). 

Now, assume the above conditions hold for k 1, ... , N. \i\ie're interested m 

determining 0t_ assuming 0Z+i is given for each k, so we define the following (where 

the general random variable Y is replaced by 0;,+ 1): 

and 
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Sk(/3, c) is defined so that sign and sign do not appear separately: 

Sk(B, c) : /Jsign (Ok+I c) + (1 - /J) sign (0Z+1 c) 

= sign (0k+l c) + (2,B(w) - 1) I{0;.,_1cc:c}. 

In propositions 2.4.l and 2.4.2 we established the existence of 6k- 1-measurable ran

dom variables 0Z and /JZ such that 

fk(OZ(w),w)::; A(c,w) P-a.s. for all c E ffi. and for each k 

and 

9k(0Z(w), /JZ(w),w) 0 P-a.s. for each k. 

For notational simplicity, we define the process o; := 2/JZ - 1, so we have 

Therefore, we reformulate the general equation (18) into the context of the present 

theorem as follows: 

OZ(w) 
Cov [E [iv;1ik] + ,\kXk~k0k+1,Xk (l + Ak~k) IJk-Ij (w) 

Var [xk (1 + Ak~k) 1ik-1] (w) 
(21) 

P-a.s. for each k. By assumption Xk(fi.+i and iv; are both square integrable, both 

,\k and ~k are uniformly bounded for each k, thus (21) is well-defined. Therefore 

we've established the existence of a process 5* E r such that if we define (k as in 

(19), equation (21) determines the first component of risk-minimizing strategy 

Now that we have proved the main existence question, we focm; on verifying that 

the proper integrability conditions hold. \Vith this in mind, we first verify that the 

product 0i,6Xk is an element of L 2 (P). For simplicity, let I be an arbitrary proces;-; 
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in r such that rk = (k for all k, and define 

which is in L2 (P) by our assumptions on 0Z+i Xk and iv;. This definition allows one 

to write (21) in the more compact form: 

Cov [iv;,, ,6.Xt!Jk-1] 
Var [6X;'jJk--1] 

(22) 

The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, the assumption that X satisfies ( 10) along with 

proposition 2.3.2 imply the following series of relations: 

E [ ( E[pv;'Y -E[W/'l~1,-1])(6X{' -E[L\xt
1
1;h-d) Jk-il ,6.Xk) 

2
] 

Ei(L\Xt" -E[L\Xt'Ylih-d) 2 ~k-1] 

= E [E [ iv;1
--E[Wk''l,h-d 17: ] 

2 
,6.X2] 

I\ v>.,_E[" v>.,1~ ] Uk-1 k 
'--'""k '-'Ak uk-1 

< E [ E[(W."'-E[Wt'IJ'k-il)
2
1Jk-1] 6X2] 

- E[(b.X{'-E[L\Xt'llk-1) Ilk--!) k 

Note that the first estimate is due to the Cauchy-Schwarty; inequality, the second 

is from inequality (11), and the final t-wo estimates come from the assumption of 

bounded mean-variance tradeoff with .\ = 0 and the definition of variance. Thus, 
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since we assumed w; E L2 (P), we have verified that indeed 0ZL,Xk E L2 (P). Also, 

by our assumption that X has substantial risk as in the proof of lemma 2.3.1 we 

conclude, 

E [(ezxk-1)
2

] = E [E [(0ZDXk)
2 

IJk-iJ E[6~~l~k-1]] 

:S; CsrE [(0ZDXk) 2
] < 00. 

So, 0ZX1.:_ 1 E L 2 (P) which means our assumption holds for k - 1. This puts us into 

position to prove that the ez obtained previously in fact satisfies the desired relation 

ez = argmin Var [ E[w; IJk] - 0kL,Xk + >.kxk 1ez+1 - ek I IJk-iJ (23) 
0kE8(X) 

Since we've shown that both 0ZDXk and ezxk-1 arc clements of L2(P), we have that 

the sum is integrable, hence ezL,Xk + ezxk-1 = 0zx1.: E L2(P). This means that if 

ek is Jk_1-rneasurable and satisfies 01,;DXk E L2 (P) and 0kXk E L2 (P) then we can 

write 

Thus (23) is satisfied for k by (24) and optimality conditions previously obtained. 

From the assumption on W{ and 0Z+i Xk for k and square integrability of 0ZX1,, 

established above, 

Therefore, the assumption that W{ E L2 (P) for all k also holds for k-1, and induction 

is complete. 

Now that we have the required integrability and optimality properties, we obtain 

the optimal strategy ¢*. Therefore, we define the second component r]* of q)* as 

(25) 
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Since we've established the square integrability of both w; and BZ+i Xk for k = 

0, ... ) N) Tlk is adapted and the sum 0z+ 1 X k + Tlk E L2 ( P). Also, since we've shown 

that 01J1Xk E L 2(P), by definition 2.1.4 01c E 8(X) 8(X,\1 ). Thus,¢* (0*, r/*) 

is a strategy such that 

Hence, we've obtained the contingent claim exactly 

Therefore, by proposition 2.2.2 and equation (23) we conclude that¢* is locally 

minimizing. Since the optimal second component of </)* is given by (25), ,ve have 

that 

Thus, equation (22) can be written in the more compact form (20) stated in the 

theorem. 

Note that if Var[ilXk IJk-il 0, ilXk is ;:h-mcasurable. In thi::; case, the actions 

at times k and k + 1 can be combined and one time step can be elirninated without 

loss of generality. Thus, the assumption that Var[ilXklJk-il > 0 is natural and not 

restrictive on the results. 
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CONCLUSION 

We have obtained a locally risk-minimizing strategy ¢* for every square-integrable 

contingent claim in a general incomplete market. This was done in discrete time 

with transaction costs modeled as adapted random variables. Closely following the 

approach of Lamberton, Pham, and Schweizer [5], ,ve prove the existence of such a 

strategy under assumptions of a bounded mean-variance tradeoff, substantial risk, 

and a non-degeneracy condition on the conditional variances of asset returns. This 

was done in parallel with usual dynamic programming algorithms. 

An immediate possible extension to this \vork is the formation of a carefully 

constructed example, illustrating the effect of time-varying transaction cost;:;. A more 

long-term prospect is the possibility of extending these results to rnntin11011s time 

models. 
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